We provide a theoretical and computational framework for fully quantum mechanical studies of few-photon transport phenomena in arbitrary waveguiding structures in the presence of coherent interaction with optically active emitters. The reduced dimensionality of such systems leads to pronounced quantum interference effects that may be exploited for a number of applications and we apply our framework to the case of single-photon transport through a two-level atom. In this system, the atom's emission dynamics leads to strong interference effects that can be used for the realization of nanomirrors.
Introduction
The generation and control of nonclassical light, notably single-and few-photon states, as well as its interaction with matter represents an important topic in a number of research fields such as quantum imaging [1] , quantum metrology [2] , and quantum information processing [3, 4] . For applications, it is highly desirable to realize such systems within an integrated optics architecture. While solid-statebased single-photon sources have been available for some time [5] [6] [7] , more complex functional elements with high fidelity in standard integrated optics settings have been demonstrated only recently [8] . It is, therefore, conceivable that similar functional elements may soon be realized within photonic-crystal waveguide [9] or coupled-resonatoroptical waveguide [10] [11] [12] settings where there exists further flexibility in tuning light-matter interaction through a judicious design of the associated dispersion relations.
These exciting prospects have recently prompted a number of theoretical works in order to understand single-and twophoton transport through two-level atoms that are embedded in or coupled to such systems [13] [14] [15] [16] . More precisely, the reduced dimensionality of such waveguiding systems together with the ability to tailor the dispersion relation of the photonic reservoir allows for novel interference effects that may be exploited for a number of applications. For instance, in the single-photon case, coherent emission from the two-level atom can be utilized to design various quantum optoelectronic devices such as quantum switches where the two-level atom either acts as perfect mirror that totally reflects photons or as an ideal transparent medium that allows photons to pass unimpeded [13, 14] . Similarly, in the case of two-photon transport through a two-level atom, quantum interference effects lead to a strong effective photon-photon interaction that allows for the efficient realization of nontrivially correlated photon pairs [15] and to several nonlinear effects involving only two photons such as background fluorescence and a twophoton bound state [15, 16] . These predictions have been obtained from the corresponding Dicke Hamiltonian [17] in the stationary regime either through the derivation and analysis of an effective low-energy field theory [13, 15, 16] or through the investigation of a corresponding real-space lattice model [14] . In the former calculation, a linearization of the dispersion relation allows for the application of sophisticated BetheAnsatz techniques in order to solve the scattering problem analytically even for two photons. However, it will be very challenging to extend this formalism to more than two photons as well as to account for the effects of deviations from a linear waveguide dispersion relation such as near a photonic band edge. Similarly, it is not clear how the single-photon calculations reported in [14] can be adapted to the two-photon case. Furthermore, in most quantum-optical experiments, single-or few-photon states do not come in the form of plane waves and one has to deal with photon wavepackets of finite temporal and/or spatial extent. As a result, various types of temporal and/or spatial correlation functions such as the intensity correlation function are directly accessible to experiment. However, it is not entirely straightforward to relate the transmission and reflection amplitudes that are computed in [13] [14] [15] [16] for the stationary regime to such correlation functions.
In this paper, we, therefore, follow a different strategy and explicitly solve the time-dependent problem that arises from the Dicke Hamiltonian and an appropriate initial condition for the photon field and the two-level atom through advanced numerical methods. This allows us to directly compute experimentally relevant quantities, notably the intensity correlation function. Consequently, the paper is organized as follows. We describe our theoretical and computational framework that is based on a lattice formulation of the Dicke Hamiltonian in section 2. In section 3, we apply this framework to single-photon transport computations and provide explicit results regarding the nanomirror behavior of the two-level atom. Finally, we summarize our findings and discuss potential directions for future research in section 4.
Theoretical and computational framework
We start our analysis with the celebrated Dicke Hamiltonian that describes the interaction of a two-level atom with a quantized multi-mode radiation field within the dipole and rotating wave approximation
(1) Here, ω nk denotes the (one-dimensional) dispersion relation of the waveguiding system under consideration and the discrete index n labels the polarization state and/or band index of light that propagates in the waveguide mode with wavenumber k. Photons are generated in or removed from these modes through, respectively, the corresponding bosonic creation and annihilation operators, a † nk and a nk . The two-level atom is described as an effective spin via the usual Paulimatrix σ z and is characterized through its transition energy . The corresponding raising and lowering operators that, respectively, transfer the two-level atom from the ground to the excited state and vice versa are again given through the Paulimatrices σ ± = σ x ± iσ y . Finally, V nk denotes the coupling strength between the radiation modes and the two-level atom. Explicitly, we have
where we have introduced the abbreviation E nk = √h ω nk /2 0 L and have denoted the two-level atom's dipole moment with P. Furthermore, u nk (x 0 ) denotes the spatial profile of the mode characterized by band index n and wavenumber k evaluated at the position x 0 of the two-level atom. Finally, 0 is the vacuum permittivity and L denotes the length of the (one-dimensional) quantization 'volume'. At this point, we would like to comment on the applicability of the one-dimensional model (1) to the necessarily three-dimensional problem of an atom that emits into both the guided and the leaky modes of a one-dimensional waveguiding system. Clearly, emission processes related to the guided modes are contained in our calculation while the latter (loss) channels are disregarded. Whether or not this is a good approximation is a question of relative coupling strengths. For instance, if we envisage systems of coupled arrays of high-Q resonators [12, 11] , it is clear that an atom (or quantum dot) that is embedded in one such of these resonator couples much more strongly to the relevant high-Q resonator mode than to any other leaky mode. If the resonators are closely spaced (such as in [12, 11] ), the coupling between the resonators is much stronger than that to the leaky modes. As a result, we can, to a first approximation, treat such systems as being strictly one-dimensional, i.e., lossless arrays of coupled resonators where one resonator couples to the emitter. A similar reasoning can be applied to waveguides in two-dimensional photonic-crystal slabs. Moreover, for a waveguide in a three-dimensional photonic crystal with a complete photonic band gap, leaky modes would simply not exist-albeit the controlled incorporation of a single emitter in such systems will be rather challenging.
Derivation of the lattice model Hamiltonian
In principle, we could carry out all subsequent numerical computations regarding the transport properties of photons directly in the k-space formulation described above. However, in order to more closely resemble experiments and to gain additional insight into the nature of the quantum interference processes, we find it useful to work with a real-space formulation. In addition, such a real-space approach allows us to handle the (numerically unavoidable) finiteness of the system in a convenient and direct manner (however, see [18] for an approach that allows one to tackle this finiteness within a k-space approach). Therefore, we apply a lattice Fourier transform (with lattice constant a) to the creation operators a † nk according to
and an analogous transformation for the annihilation operators a nk . The new operators, a † n j and a n j , respectively, create and annihilate photons with polarization state n on lattice site j . If, in our initial k-space formulation, we take N modes, we then have a lattice of N sites with perfectly reflecting ('hard wall') boundary conditions. Furthermore, a † n j and a n j fulfil the usual bosonic commutator relations
where δ i j denotes the Kronecker symbol. Applying this transformation (3) to the Dicke Hamiltonian (1) requires us to introduce the real-space versions of the dispersion relation, the so-called hopping terms J n j, j , and the coupling constants G n j via
From now on, we assume for simplicity that we have only one band (or polarization state) n whose modes interact significantly with the two-level atom and that all of these modes couple to the two-level system with the same strength. This allows us to drop the band index n in all subsequent computations and to introduce the coupling coefficient
If we locate the two-level atom at the lattice site x 0 , the wavenumber independent coupling will lead to a strictly local coupling of the two-level atom to this lattice site, i.e., G n j = V δ x 0 j . In addition, we also assume that the hopping terms only couple nearest-neighbor lattice sites, i.e., that we have J ni j = J i j = −J (δ i j+1 + δ i j−1 ). As a result, we obtain the following Dicke-type Hamiltonian in the so-called tight-binding form
where we have shifted the lattice Fourier transform (3) to be centered around the site x 0 of the two-level atom.
Clearly, the above simplifications are tantamount to stating that we work with a single cosine band, i.e.,hω nk =hω k = −2J cos(ka), where each mode couples identically to the two-level atom. Several comments are in order. First, for standard dielectric waveguides, such as ridge waveguides or optical fibers, the introduction of the real-space lattice has to be regarded as being a completely formal technique that facilitates numerical computations. Then, the hopping terms in (5) can be used to reproduce the actual waveguide dispersion relation by keeping more than the nearest-neighbor terms if realistic results for a specific system are desired. Similar statements apply to the coupling constant and the use of more than one band. Since our numerical method is not based on any of the specific properties of (7), such realistic computations present no additional problems. On the other hand, the cosine band introduced by the tight-binding form allows us to investigate the fundamental differences in behavior near the cut-off frequency (i.e., near the band edge of the cosine band) and for frequencies in the linear regime (i.e., near the center of the band) without having a specific physical realization in mind. Second, in the case of photonic-crystal and coupled-resonator-optical waveguides, the lattice constant a has a precise physical meaning. In the former case, one can expand the field into photonic Wannier functions [19] and derive a lattice model where the hopping terms are given in terms of overlap matrix elements between Wannier functions. Similarly, in the latter case, the cavity modes of the individual resonators may be used as an expansion basis for the electromagnetic field, again leading to a corresponding lattice model. For instance, very recently Notomi et al [12] have directly measured a cosine-shaped dispersion relation for a one-dimensional array of coupled high-Q resonators. In both cases, the lattice model can, in principle, have more than nearest-neighbors hopping terms and exhibit several bands.
The model Hamiltonian (7) presented above exhibits a number of free parameters. On physical grounds, we place the atom (located at x 0 ) in the center of the system which consists of N lattice sites. As we will discuss below, N has to be chosen significantly large to avoid spurious results from reflections at the hard wall boundaries. If we measure the transition energyh of the two-level atom and the coupling coefficient V in terms of the hopping energy J , there will be two system parameters which can be varied.
Time evolution of states
Quantum mechanical states | evolve in time according to the Schrödinger equation
where, from now on and for the remainder of the paper, we have seth = 1. Since our Hamiltonian (7) does not explicitly depend on time, we obtain for an initial condition | (t 0 ) the solution
In order to derive an appropriate Ansatz for the states, we note that the Hamiltonian (7) exhibits the property that the total number of excitations
is a conserved quantity so that we can divide the corresponding infinite-dimensional Hilbert space into sectors with a constant number of excitations. For instance, the general form of a state in the oneexcitation sector reads
where we have introduced the states |0, ↓ and |0, ↑ , which correspond, respectively, to the empty photon lattice and the two-level atom in the ground and excited state. Then, x (t) = 0, ↓ |a x | (t) gives the corresponding probability amplitude of the one-excitation state with the atom in the ground state and the photon at site x, whereas the probability amplitude for finding the atom in the excited state (and no photon on the lattice) is e(t) = 0, ↑ | (t) . Similarly, the general form of a state in the two-excitation sector is given by
(12) Since photons represent bosons, we have to guarantee that the probability amplitude x 1 x 2 (t) = x 2 x 1 (t) of finding one photon at x 1 and another one at x 2 is invariant under exchange of the particle labels. For instance, we set the population of the upper atomic level initially to zero, i.e., e x (t = 0) = 0 and construct appropriate initial conditions for the twoparticle photon wavefunction x 1 x 2 (t = 0) via symmetrized combinations of products of single-particle wavefunctions (see (20) and (21) below). Then, the time evolution via (9) guarantees that the bosonic properties are fulfilled and we obtain the probability amplitude of finding at time t the atom in the ground state and two photons on the lattice at sites x 1 and
. Correspondingly, the probability amplitude of finding the atom in the excited state and one photon on lattice site x is e x (t) = 0, ↑ |a x | (t) . The generalization of the above procedure to the m-excitation sector is straightforward.
For a given initial condition | (t 0 ) , we have to evaluate (9) numerically and here we would briefly like to comment on our choice of solver. Since for a given lattice size N, the number of unknowns grows approximately exponentially with the number of excitations, we require efficient numerical schemes that allow us to handle large numbers of unknowns. In view of the above discussion regarding the extension to multi-band models and/or models that operate with more than nearest-neighbor interactions on the lattice, we require flexible methods that do not impose too many restrictions on the form of the matrices that arise from the combination of (7), (9) , and (11) or (12) (or corresponding Ansatzes for the m-excitation sector). Therefore, we have chosen to execute the operator exponential in (8) using Krylovsubspace techniques [20, 21] .
Determination of physical quantities
From the time evolution of states discussed above we have now to extract the physically relevant information, in particular quantities that are experimentally accessible. Very intuitive quantities are the expectation values n x (t) for the occupation of a given lattice site
and the expectation value σ (t) for the occupation of the upper atomic level Figure 1 . Schematic representation of photon transport processes through a two-level atom within the tight-binding approximation of the Dicke Hamiltonian: a one-dimensional waveguiding structure is modeled as a lattice that allows for photon hopping from site to site with hopping term J . The lattice is centered around the two-level atom with transition frequency that is side-coupled to a single lattice with coupling strength V . At t = 0, a pulse is prepared on the left side of the impurity that propagates towards the two-level atoms. After interacting coherently with the atom, the pulse is partly reflected and partly transmitted. Here, t c denotes the time it takes for the center of the wavepacket to reach the site of the two-level atom.
Here, we have introduced the corresponding occupation operators n x = a †
x a x and σ = σ + σ − . Having centered our lattice at the site x 0 of the two-level atom and assuming an incident photon field from the left, we can define the reflection and transmission operators, R and T , that describe the part of the photon distribution that is left and right of the impurity according to
This definition normalizes the sum of the expectation values in such a way that R + T equals the total number of excitations as long as the two-level atom is in its ground state. Furthermore, we want to note that the above definition of the reflection operator has a somewhat unusual meaning in the sense that it counts both the incoming and the reflected backward propagating photon field as 'reflected'. In section 3, we will, however, focus our attention mostly on the transmission part so that no ambiguities arise. We display the resulting situation schematically in figure 1 . The state vector | (t) can be further processed to deliver information regarding the wavenumber distribution and transfer during the absorption and emission process. For the general state belonging to the m-excitation sector this reads as Finally, we may also compute the intensity correlation function which is one of the primary quantities of experimental interest. If we assume that the modes have a plane-wave like behavior in the waveguide direction, we obtain
where τ = t 1 − t 2 . We are thus in a position to investigate the coherent interaction of a two-level atom embedded in a waveguide with pulses that contain only a few photons on a fully quantum mechanical level.
Results
In the remainder of this paper, we restrict ourselves to the exploration of one-photon transport processes and, therefore, choose the initial condition
where a single-photon wavefunction is prepared via the Gaussian wavepacket
Here, k 0 , x c , and s denote, respectively, the carrier wave's wavenumber, the wavepacket's center and width. Clearly, other initial conditions are possible. We have, however, to keep in mind that there is a maximum simulation time over which we can evolve the system described via (7), (8), (20) , and (21). For a Gaussian initial pulse, this time is roughly given by the time the pulse would take to traverse the computational domain. In time, this transit time t max is given by the ratio system size N (in units of the lattice constant) to group velocity v g = |∂ k ω k |.
In dimensionless units, we have
As an illustrative example, we consider a system with N = 199 lattice sites, where a two-level atom with coupling coefficient V = 1 and transition energy = 0.2 is located in the center of the system. In addition, we center the initial onephoton wavepacket at lattice site x c = 35 with a width s = 9a. At this point, we would like to recall, that we have seth = 1 and that we measure all energies in units of the hopping term J . Thus, the detuning of the photon energy to the atomic transition frequency is − ω k = + 2 cos(k 0 a) = 0.2. In figure 2 , we display the results of the time evolution of the photon occupation numbers in this system. Once the pulse reaches the two-level atom, absorption and reemission processes take place that lead to significant interference effects that ultimately split the pulse in two separate pulses, a transmitted and a reflected part. The deformation of the transmitted pulse is a direct consequence of the interference between the amplitudes associated with direct transmission and delayed reemission from the two-level atom in the forward direction. This point is further illustrated by examining the corresponding time evolution of the expectation values of the photon transmission and reflection operators as well as the time evolution of the atomic occupation operator that we depicted in figure 3 . While the pulse interacts with the two-level atom that transmission falls below its final value and only recovers after the interaction process is completed and the two-level atom has reemitted its entire radiation. Such interference effects, in principle, do exist in three-dimensional problems as well, but it is the onedimensional nature of the waveguide that leads to a dramatic amplification of the associated phenomena which may be exploited for a number of applications as discussed in section 1.
Further insight is provided by inspecting the single-photon wavefunction in Fourier space. In figure 4 , we display the modulus of the wavenumber distributions of the photon wavefunction at the same times for which we have, in figure 2 provided snapshots of the expectation values of the photon occupation operators in real space. The good localization of the wavepacket in Fourier space signals that we are dealing with a rather wide pulse in real space. Since the waveguide dispersion relation at the central wavenumber k 0 a = π/2 is essentially linear, the pulse propagates nearly undistorted until it starts to interact with the two-level atom. The above discussed interference between direct transmission and reemission in the forward direction is now manifest in a small distortion in the tails of the pulse centered around k 0 a = π/2 (see the insets of figure 2 ). The asymmetry around the central peak in Fourier space of the transmitted spectrum results from the fact that it takes a certain time before the emission from the atom starts to interfere with the transmitted pulse. During this time, the transmitted pulse has propagated a certain distance in real space so that the symmetry in Fourier space has been broken. The reflected pulse centered at k 0 a = −π/2 is entirely due to the atom's reemission into the backward direction so that the symmetry-breaking mechanism in transmission is absent. As a result, the Fourier spectrum of the reflected pulse remains symmetric around k 0 a = −π/2. At this point, we want to note that for a single-photon transport problem, the intensity correlation function g (2) vanishes identically. However, for two-and few-photon transport problems, a detailed analysis of this experimentally directly accessible quantity will be of paramount importance.
Having developed a basic understanding of the quantum interference processes involved in this system, we can now proceed to execute a parameter scan regarding the influence of the free parameters V and . In addition, this allows us to compare our results with the results of Zhou et al [14] who have carried out similar studies-albeit in the stationary regime. In figure 5 , we display the results of extensive computations regarding the transmission of single-photon pulses through a two-level atom whose parameters are varied. For rather wide initial pulses (left and right panel of figure 5 ), we find a behavior that overall agrees rather well with the analytical results reported by Zhou et al [14] . More precisely, we, too, find that independent of the detuning the two-level atom leads to complete reflection for 'strong' coupling (V ∼ 3) and to perfect transmission in the opposite case of 'weak' coupling (V → 0). In addition, Zhou et al [14] predict that on resonance the two-level atom should act as a perfect mirror independent of the coupling coefficient V . Here, we obtain a certain discrepancy which is due to the fact that the calculation of Zhou et al used the fact that only a single mode is involved in their stationary calculations. In our computations, we can only approximate this situation by taking rather wide initial pulses. As a result, on resonance (resonance at = 0 for pulses centered around k 0 a = π/2 and resonance = √ 2 for pulses centered around k 0 a = 3π/4; see the dispersion relation below (7)) we obtain certain discrepancies with the result of Zhou et al that become more pronounced as the coupling becomes smaller. In fact, although in figure 5 we only show the results for two cases (resonance at = 0 for pulses centered around k 0 a = π/2 and resonance = √ 2 for pulses centered around k 0 a = 3π/4; see the dispersion relation below (7)), we find for all cases we have considered that the predicted perfect-mirror behavior on resonance [14] fails to be perfect for the case of a single-photon pulse of finite width.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have presented a theoretical and computational framework that allows us to investigate the few-photon dynamics associated with photon transport in waveguiding structures in the presence of coherent interactions with twolevel atoms. We have applied this method to the case of singlephoton transport through a single two-level atom and have obtained a more detailed picture as compared to what is possible within a stationary analysis. In addition, our framework provides physical insight into the interference processes in such systems and can also be applied to two-and few-photon transport computations. In the latter case, we might have to employ more sophisticated numerical methods such as those based on a Density-Matrix Renormalization Group approach [22] either in the frequency domain [18, 23] or in the time domain [24, 26] . Furthermore, our time-domain formalism based on operator exponential techniques may also be extended to incorporate the effects of optical nonlinearities such as those from Kerr nonlinear materials [24, 25] .
